New Design Economies,
margins and centres
MUO-E3011 Design Strategy and Leadership - 10 credits
Oct 28 – Dec 6, 2018

What economic, social and cultural practices
exist outside mainstream orthodoxies? What can
we discover about design through them? How
can you work with and in these? How do these
interact with more dominant conventions?
Through this 6-week course we will explore how
marginal everyday practices -- in society and in
economies -- interact with centres and viceversa. Activities are premised on a need to
develop design strategies and leadership that
reach beyond current orthodoxies and
perspectives.
You will participate in lectures, visits,
assignments, reading groups and discussions.
These will prepare you to define and develop an
individual or group project that cultivates new
ways of intervening in contemporary economic
and social practices.
Course Leader: Professor Guy Julier
Course Tutor: Dr Elise Hodson
Teaching Assistant: Annukka Svanda
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New Design Economies
MUO-E3011 Design Strategy and Leadership - 10 credits
28 October – 6 December 2019
Course Leader: Professor Guy Julier
Course Tutor: Dr Elise Hodson
Teaching Assistant: Annukka Svanda

Aims
You will:
• understand the roles of design in a range of social and economic settings,
paying particular attention to the interactions between their margins and
centres;
• develop personal, critical positions in relation to the roles of design in identified
economic and social processes;
• explore and articulate strategic responses or design proposals that address
outlined problematics within identified economic and social processes.

Objectives
You will:
• participate in lectures, visits, reading groups and workshops that explore design
leadership, strategy and a range of frameworks for these;
• undertake exercises that gather data, explore practices and analyse their
significance in marginal and micro-economic and focused social contexts;
• carry out research through primary and secondary sources to critically explore
specific social and economic practices and current and potential roles of design
therein;
• develop a strategy and/or design intervention in relation to identified economic
and social practices while exploring their potentials and limitations in terms of
scale, longevity and resilience;
• articulate a coherent and reasoned exposition of the above, in accessible and
self-critical formats;
• engage in peer-supportive learning and evaluation
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Commitment
The course consists of 270 working hours, being, approximately:
• lectures, visits, seminars and presentations 50 hours;
• assignments, 24 hours;
• project, including tutorial support, leading to final report, 206 hours.
You must enrol in this course to be permitted attend any of its activities. The course
requires a commitment to engaging through all 6 weeks. If you continue to attend after
week 2 but subsequently drop out of the course and do not submit your final project,
your grade will be 0.

Attendance
Passing the course requires attending 80% of contact teaching sessions. Absence during
contact teaching may be made up by completing an assignment agreed upon with the
teacher. Students unable to meet the required level of attendance (for example due to
exceptional circumstances such as health or residence issues), should contact the
teacher as far as possible in advance to explain and discuss completion.

Independent Study
There are two, short assignments and a project set. You will also be expected to
undertake independent reading in support of your work. Recommended reading is
provided separately.
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Gibson-Graham, J. K. 1996. The end of capitalism (as we knew it): a
feminist critique of political economy. Oxford: Blackwell.

New Design Economies takes economics to
be a multi-level practice, involving the codependency of monetary and non-monetary
practices. It is where practices in social
relations are, perhaps, more prominent.
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New Design Economies: structure
Assignment 1: ethnography of non-monetary economic practice
Assignment 2: video watching or interview reading and notes

Project
presentation and report
(extended design brief)
opportunity, feasibility, strategy, evaluation
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New Design Economies, Margins and Centres: Timetable (subject to change).
MUO-E3011 Design Strategy and Leadership - 10 credits

Mon

Week 1
(28/10)

Week 2
(4/11)

Week 3
(11/11)

0915 Introduction
Design Strategy and Leadership
1030h Terminologies: problem spaces,
margins, centres, economies, design
leadership, design strategy

Afternoon: Visit to Kalasatama
1200 lunch at Kellohalli (optional)
Teurastamo, Työpajankatu 2
1300 Visit to Forum Virium Lab and
Kalasatama.
Host: Kaisa Spilling, Development Manager,
Forum Virium
Meet at Information Desk of Redi shopping
centre, 1300h.

0915h Assignment 2 presentations

Independent work on Assignment 1 and 2

Project work

0915h Assignment 1 presentations
1330h Theory of Change
Väre, L102

0915h Checking-in. Next steps.
1000h Cultural Probes
1330h Tutorials
Väre R107
Project work

1300h Alternative Views on Helsinki
Eeva Berglund, Cindy Khotala

1100h Frame Innovation. Contextual
Transposition.
Griffin, F411b, Otakaari 5A
Begin project work

Y307, Otakaari 1

Tues Independent work on Assignment 1
Wed

0915h Designing in the Margins
Väre, Q203
Afternoon: Independent study

Morning: Visit to Malta-talo
1000h Jätkäsaari with architect, Pirjo Huvila

Thur

Independent work on Assignment 2

Fri

All day: visit to Itäkeskus
Stoa, Migrant Youth, Puhos
Host: Irma Sippola, CEO Migrant Youth
Meet at Itäkeskus Metro Station, eastern
exit, 0945h

0915h Project examples
Wen Xinquan, Du Xinyue, Elise Hodson,
Annukka Svanda
Väre, Q203
Next steps.
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Project work

Visit will finish at about 1500h.

New Design Economies, Margins and Centres: Timetable (subject to change).
MUO-E3011 Design Strategy and Leadership - 10 credits

Mon

Week 4
(18/11)

Week 5
(25/11)

Week 6
(02/12)

0915 Two Stage Research
Reflexive Design
1100 Tutorials
Froley, F310. Otakaari 5A

Project work
Tutorials

Project work
You should be putting your report together at
this stage

Tues Project work

Wed

Thur

Fri

Project work
Tutorials

Project work

Project work
Tutorials

0915 Project Presentations
Väre Q201

Project work

0915 Interim project presentations
Väre, M140

Project work

Project work

Project work

Project work

Deadline: Submission of Projects to My
Courses, 1600h.
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New Design Economies, Margins and Centres: Assignment 1 (12 hrs) undertaken in pairs or individually
MUO-E3011 Design Strategy and Leadership
Non-monetary micro-economic practices
Task outline Advice

Presentation

Observation or ethnography of a non- Observation or ethnography should be for 2monetary micro-economic practice. 3 hrs.
Try to access the practice in Finland.
Gather field data in the form of field However, if there is an interesting example
that you can access elsewhere (perhaps
notes, drawings, photos, video or sound
recordings (ask permission), collected remotely via Skype), that's fine too.
ephemera.
Please, no fully online communities although
Pay attention to: combinations of online/offline practices are
'forms of bodily activities, forms of mental permissible.
activities, ‘things’ and their use, a
background knowledge in the form of
understanding, know-how, states of
emotion and motivational knowledge.'
Reckwitz (2002: 249);
everyday things that constitute that
practice as well as consciously designed
elements;
how value is determined, felt,
understood, recorded, transferred.

Examples of practices you could engage
with:
gardening (individual, group, community),
repair, swapping, sharing, timebanking,
couch-surfing, community building, caring
(e.g. young, elderly, sick, disabilities).
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A visual/diagrammatic poster with
drawings, photos, quotations that
describes the practice.
This should clearly identify aspects in
the task outline and draw attention to
critical issues that you have found
particularly interesting through doing
the assignment.
Presentations of these will be made in
groups in week 2. Please print your
poster and bring it along.
Please also submit a digital file of the
poster on MyCourses.

Rationale
This assignment is configured to get you looking in detail at systems of
exchange. Within this you will get to see how material culture and participation
in it takes place. It'll be useful for orientating your thinking for the project in
that it will help you notice and work with hidden and non-obvious processes
such as reciprocity, valorisation and socialisation.

New Design Economies, Margins and Centres: Assignment 2 (12 hrs)
undertaken individually
MUO-E3011 Design Strategy and Leadership

1. Choose one of the online videos or interviews listed in this handbook.
2. Write some notes and produce a one-side of A4 summary that
provides:
• a brief summary and some bullet points on what you found
most interesting and surprising in it;
• any thoughts on what design challenges arise from the
reading.

Be prepared to present your findings to the group.
Please also submit your A4 summary via MyCourses.

Rationale
This assignment about the polar opposite of Assignment 1. It gets you
thinking about some of the big questions regarding current economic
challenges in the world. It is important not just that you produce an elegant
brief in your course project, but also that you have some understanding of the
larger contexts in which it exists. Why? Because, with that understanding you
can have a sense of the broad trends that partly shape the problem space
that you are dealing with.
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Assignment 2: short articles, animations and lectures that might help you expand your knowledge of economics.
Akseli Virtanen: Financial
Activism

Is It Art? Is It A Hoax? Hedging Precarity And Protecting
The Commonfare: An Interview With Akseli Virtanen

Anna Raworth: Doughnut
Economics Animations

Seven Ways to Think Like a 21st-Century Economist

David Harvey: The Crisis of
Capitalism Animation

Marxist geographer David Harvey asks if it is time to look
beyond capitalism, towards a new social order that would
allow us to live within a responsible, just and humane
system.
Why doesn’t the government just get out of the way and let
the private sector—the “real revolutionaries”—innovate?
It’s rhetoric you hear everywhere, and Mariana Mazzucato
wants to dispel it.
In our current democracy, is too much for sale?

https://www.thersa.org/discover/videos/rsaanimate/2010/06/rsa-animate---crisis-ofcapitalism

Joseph Stiglitz proposes alternatives to Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) as a measurement of national economic
success.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QUaJMNtW
6GA

Have you wondered why politicians aren’t what they used
to be, why governments seem unable to solve real
problems?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB4s5b9NL
3I

Mariana Mazzucato:
Government—investor, risktaker, innovator
Michael Sandel: Why we
shouldn’t trust markets with
our civic life
Joseph Stiglitz - Problems
with GDP as an Economic
Barometer
Yanis Varoufakis:
Capitalism will eat
democracy—unless we
speak up
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http://www.journalofculturaleconomy.org/is-it-artis-it-a-hoax-hedging-precarity-and-protectingthe-commonfare-an-interview-with-akselivirtanen/
https://www.kateraworth.com/animations/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3r1IPsldbBg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nsoNLS8RQ

New Design Economies: Project (206 hrs) undertaken in groups (max 4)
or individually
MUO-E3011 Design Strategy and Leadership

Brief
Building on the work you have done for Assignments 1 and 2, weeks 3 to 6
are devoted to your developing a personal project. The core aim of this project
is for you to develop an extended project brief. This should be process
rather than solution oriented. You may find it therefore more open-ended than
you are perhaps used to.
1. In this, you are to explore a self-defined problem space, identifying, for
example:
• key stakeholders
• material components
• power relations
• resource limitations and possibilities
• social and material infrastructures
• higher level social, political, policy and economic drivers.
2. You are to identify what how and why you, as a collaborative designer,
might intervene into that situation in novel and imaginative ways.
3. You are to develop a strategy for this intervention, defining key points
and anticipated outcomes.
It might be that your project is oriented towards developing a research
method in that problem space as much as or instead of being solutionoriented.
4. You are to reflect on the wider economic, social and political
implications or contexts of your project.

Self-organisation
You may undertake this project individually, in pairs or as a group. The
absolute maximum size of a group is four. Don’t forget that while working as a
group has the advantages of bringing a wealth of different experiences and
knowledge together, you will also have to manage the collective effort. The
amount of work you undertake and the outcomes should reflect the extra
‘personpower’ of the group.
The project itself should be regarded as work towards a sophisticated and
extended project brief. In other words, the project should lay the ground for
undertaking a design practice and/or research project.
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Focus
Your project must come within the main theme of the course of exploring the
interrelationships of margins and centres within a defined context. You are
encouraged to engage with either:
• social inclusion in Itäkeskus or
• food networks in Kalasatama.
However, you are free to concentrate on another issue or context within the
Helsinki region if you wish.
You are strongly encouraged to build on what you have learnt in the first two
weeks. This course aims to get you thinking about how design may be used to
structure new economic practices and relations, and how thinking about the
interrelationships of margins and centres, in a variety of formats, may help
here.

Summary
As an extended project brief, and as a form of design strategy and leadership,
your outcome should deal with four issues as follows:
1. Opportunity. What are the challenges and issues that are you
addressing? What evidence exists for these?
2. Feasibility. What conditions exist for making an intervention?
3. Strategy. How would your work be carried out? What are the key
milestones?
4. Reflection. How does this project change your way of thinking and
acting? What are its limitations? What implications does it have (e.g.
economic, political, social etc.)?

In this handbook you will find a ‘matrix of approaches’ which might help
structure how you approach the project (although you might find this more
confusing). On the following you will find an example of how you might
approach the project using an example of frugal ageing as a theme. This is
taken from a previous iteration of this course and you might not find it
applicable.
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Presentation
Your project should be presented as a report of around 20 pages. If you are
working in a pair or group, then the length should be adjusted to reflect this. It
should follow the ‘Report Structure’ as given later in this handbook. It must
contain full references of works consulted. Take care to check that it is clear
to its reader. Use of illustrations, tables and diagrams is encouraged.

Submission
Your Report should be submitted as a PDF via MyCourses. The deadline for
submission is Friday 6 December 2019, 1600h.
This deadline is set so that you have a clear break between this course and
the following week of Design and Culture (Part 2).
Late submission carries an automatic penalty of a grade point unless you
have clear mitigating circumstances that can be evidenced (e.g. bereavement,
illness supported by a doctor’s note or other documentation).
In order to help with your project, and in particular for the ‘Reflection’ part, you
are expected to make a group presentation in week 6, as timetabled. This
should be a 10-15 minute oral presentation. You will also undertake some
peer evaluation as which is very beneficial to your learning.
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New Design Economies: Project (206 hrs) undertaken in groups (max 4) or individually
MUO-E3011 Design Strategy and Leadership: Matrix of approaches

Approach
(undertake one or
more of the below)

in-depth
case study

thematic
investigation

problem or
problematic

speculation
or
hypothesis
(abduction)

Stage One
(opportunity)

Stage Two
(feasibility &
strategy)

Stage Three
(reflection)

Stage Four
(presentation)

close observation; detailed
ethnography; attention paid to
design elements;
contextualisation against related
cases, economic and social
practices;
contextual study of an economic
practice; deep understanding of
relevant
public(s)/stakeholders/powerinterests
clear identification and rationale
for problem (obvious) or
problematic (not so obvious,
requiring deep study to uncover
issues);
development of creative strategy
that engages with one or all of
the above; speculatively
proposes design intervention(s)
into real-life economic practice;
empirically-based rationale

proposals for specific
design intervention(s);
consideration of what is
required for intervention(s)
(e.g. resources, knowledge,
technical proficiencies,
financial or other
arrangements;
consideration of impact of
intervention(s); strategy for
roll-out and
implementation; postoccupation
evaluation/adjustments

• reflection on the politics
of your project (you may
not personally agree with
what you have done);
• articulation of your
design philosophy (e.g. is
this 'reflexive design',
about 'assetisation',
'reframing' etc.?)
• discussion of implications
for design practice
including reference to
other examples
(professional, theoretical,
political etc.);
• consideration of
questions of scale,
locality, demography,
replicability, relationships
of macro- and microeconomic issues.

Presentation in groups
(supported by
video/poster/powerpoint)
at beginning of week 6.

development of roll-out and
implementation strategy
and/or back-casting (theory
of change);
identification of time
horizon, territories,
public(s), stakeholders etc.
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Report: illustrated, fully
referenced (deadline
1600h, 6 December
2019).

New Design Economies, margins and centres: Project (206 hrs) undertaken in groups (max 4) or individually
MUO-E3011 Design Strategy and Leadership
Matrix of approaches

Approach

Example 1

(undertake one or
more of the below)

in-depth 1-3 senior
case study households

thematic
investigation frugal ageing

Stage One
(opportunity)

e.g.

close observation; detailed
ethnography; attention paid to design
elements; contextualisation against
related cases, economic and social
practices
contextual study of an economic
practice; deep understanding of relevant
public(s), stakeholders and powerinterests

18 hours ethnographic observation; field
notes, mapping; interviews with seniors
on financial management and value;
background research on economics of
ageing
background research on economics of
ageing; mapping of care networks;
mapping of finance and communication
networks; existing examples; interview
with pension advisor
understanding of reasons for possibility
e.g. reading David Harvey or Paul Mason;
consideration of implications and
horizons; comparative examples e.g.
Japan
designerly exploration of implications of
the concept on housing, urban design,
interior and product design, financial
model; research of near examples e.g.
Loppukiri house, Arabia (Botero and
Hyysalo)

problem or collapse of pension
problematic schemes

clear identification and rationale for
problem (obvious) or problematic (not
so obvious, requiring deep study to
uncover issues)

speculation co-housing for young
or and seniors
hypothesis
(abduction)

development of creative strategy that
engages with one or all of the above;
speculatively proposes design
intervention(s) into real-life economic
practice; empirically-based rationale
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Report Structure
Your report should be about 15-20 pages (unless you are working in a group,
in which case it may be longer). It should provide a clear articulation of the
development process of the project and your findings. Please pay attention to
its layout and design. Graphs, diagrams and illustrations are welcome. Key
quotations may be highlighted in support of it. All statistics, quotations,
sources of ideas must be fully referenced.
Title page

Executive Summary

Table of Contents
Introduction
Body

Conclusion

References

Appendix

report title
your name(s)
submission date
overview of subject matter
methods of analysis
findings
recommendations
list of numbered sections in report and their page
numbers
terms of reference
outline of report’s structure
headings and sub-headings which reflect the
contents of each section.
Includes information on method of data collection (if
applicable), the findings of the report and discussion
of findings in light of theory
makes wider recommendations for design strategy
and leadership perhaps drawing in material from
lectures and assignments
states the major inferences that can be drawn from
the discussion
reflects on limitations of the study, design
philosophical position of the author, potential for
further study
list of reference material consulted during research
for report
references should be done consistently, preferably
using Harvard or similar style
information that supports your analysis but is not
essential to its explanation
Adapted from https://unilearning.uow.edu.au/report/4b.html

See a couple of reports I have co-authored for ideas on content and layout:
https://protopublics.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/protopublicsreportfinal1.pdf
https://mappingsocialdesign.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/social-designreport.pdf
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Project Assessment Criteria: New Design Economies, Margins and Centres
MUO-E3011 Design Strategy and Leadership - 10 credits
Key criteria
Clear identification of issues,
problematics and/problems within a
self-defined project topic that relates
to the relationship of design and
economic practices.

Rigour in approach and methods in
the development of the project and
depth of enquiry.

Critical engagement with and
creative thinking within the project
in terms of posing questions,
developing an appropriate research
methodology, designerly exploration,
identification and development of
leadership and strategy possibilities
and thoughtful reflection.
Clear articulation of the
development, results of the enquiry
and reflection on it through a
structured, illustrated report that is
fully referenced.

Grade and indicative description
5
4
Sophisticated identification and
understanding of the issues,
problematics and problems.
Strongly articulated
understanding of the
relationship of design and
economic practices.
Superbly inventive and rigorous
use of methods and enquiry that
combines different approaches.

3
You have identified some, but not
all, of the issues, problematics and
problems.
There is some articulation of the
relationship of economic and design
practices, although these are not
strongly developed.
Good approach and methods that
fulfill the requirements but these
could have been developed further.

2

1
Rather superficial
understanding of the issues
that reproduces material
that was given but doesn’t
develop it very far.

Highly innovative and engaging
approach to the subject matter.
Excellent understanding and
articulation of the project’s
position in relation to a range of
contextual issues surrounding
the project.

Good engagement with the subject
matter. Some understanding of the
context but this could be developed
further in the time you had.

Reasonable use of
methods and depth of
enquiry but mostly
undertaken with little
personal development.
Mostly descriptive project
that doesn’t develop the
thinking or its application
much.

You deliver the assignment on
time.
Extremely engaging and
thoughtful presentation that is
rigorous in the presentation of
its argumentation and
evidencing.

You deliver the assignment on time.
Quite nicely presented but it could
have been improved by (either/and)
better structuring, clearer
signposting, more rigorous
referencing, more attention to the
layout and text.

You deliver the assignment
on time.
Not particularly focused in
its argumentation.
Chaotic and unclear
presentation with many
errors.
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Group work: where students have undertaken this project in a group, then a
group mark will be awarded, considering both the particular challenges of
organising group work against the extra amount of work that may be
achieved.

Assignments 1 and 2
Qualitative feedback will be given for these. Grades will be included
synoptically with the Project grade, accounting for, roughly 10% of the overall
grade. Where the student's grade for the project is borderline between two
grade bandings, then consideration of achievements reached in the
Assignments will be considered.

Course Team
Guy Julier is Professor of Design Leadership and Head of Research in the
Department of Design at Aalto University. In 2019 he was Commissioner of
'Everyday Experiments', the Finnish Pavilion for the XXII Triennale di Milano.
His most recent book, Economies of Design (2017), provides an analysis of
the multiple roles of design in the contexts of contemporary, neoliberal
orthodoxies and beyond. Other books include The Culture of Design (3rd
revised edition 2014), the Thames & Hudson Dictionary of Design since 1900
(3rd revised edition 2005) and New Spanish Design (1991). Guy Julier is also
a co-editor of Design and Creativity: Policy, Management and Practice (2009)
and Design Culture: Objects and Approaches (2019). Before moving to
Finland in 2018, he was the Victoria and Albert Museum/University of Brighton
Principal Research Fellow in Contemporary Design. After graduating from the
Royal College of Art, he worked as a design consultant in London. He later
set up DesignLeeds, a research and consultancy unit at Leeds Metropolitan
University, specialising in urban change.
Elise Hodson defended her PhD in 2019 on the topic of distributed
authorship in contemporary design practice, tracing the production, circulation
and consumption of two everyday mass-produced objects in order to
understand the creative contributions and processes of designers and nondesigners around the world. In 2019 she also completed a four-year research
project funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of
Canada, collaborating with design students, faculty, community partners and
youth to create an app for youth who experience crisis. Elise has Masters
degrees in museum studies and design history. She is formerly Chair of the
School of Design at George Brown College and Director of Exhibitions at the
Design Exchange (Canada).
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Annuka Svanda graduated with a Masters in Collaborative and Industrial
Design from Aalto University in 2019. Her final thesis investigated challenges
in designing services for and with the intellectually disabled, focusing on the
value of design within the interrelationships of government policy and its
multiple stakeholders. Prior to undertaking her Masters she worked in a
number of commercial and civic design capacities and as a suit specialist at
Ralph Lauren in Paris. She is now working as a Teaching Assistant within the
Department of Design and preparing for doctoral studies.
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